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INTRODUCTORY ESSAY 
TRANSIENCY AND AMELIORATION- 
AN AMERICAN BEQUEST FOR 
THE NEW MILLENIUM 
by John J. McDermott 
The stark and startling residual wisdom of our collective past tells us 
that for the most part, by far, all great movements of the past have been 
on behalf of a definite goal-in short, an eschatology. Further, con- 
versely rare has it been for the multitude to devote themselves to a cause 
whose message was the celebrating of the finite, the generational, and es- 
pecially, sheer transiency. 
I take as my head text lines from the poet Adrienne Rich: 
I have to cast my lot with those who age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary 
power reconstitute the world. 
Dream of a Common Language 
Given the contemporary American scene, the call to reconstitute the 
world rings with the cadence of a faded antiquity. Seemingly bereft of 
both imagination and energy, the American political center gropes about, 
alternating between nostalgia for the previous decade and cynicism about 
the future. A diagnostic map of the last twenty years leads us from 
possibility to enervation; from Camelot to Watergate; from Selma to Sun 
Myung Moon and the political innocence that surrounds being "born 
again"; from involvement and social concern to anomie and hands-off; 
from innovation to the bottom line and the bludgeon of accountability; 
from the febrile and the intense to the flaccid; from Marx with an x to 
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Marks with a ks; from imagination and personal energy to fixed roles 
and second-handedness, from hope to cynicism. 
Some among usf hold that our  present situation is representative of 
the inevitable phase in the inexorable workings of an historical and 
cultural cycle. According to this belief, the benighted achievements of 
our past will be repeated, however different may be the rubric or  the 
historical setting. I d o  not so believe, and I offer two reasons for my 
skepticism on  this matter. First, the doctrine of history a s  cyclical focuses 
only on identities or  similarities, thereby downplaying or missing the 
radical novelties that constitute the distinctively human character of 
historical d e ~ e l o p m e n t . ~  Second, and more germane to the present discus- 
sion, something different is at  work in contemporary American culture. 
America is undergoing a change in its most important and profound 
commitment. America is experiencing a pervasive erosion in its belief in 
the myth of progress. This subtle jeopardy is n o  longer the mark of a 
Luddite fringe, but rather now makes itself felt across religious, racial, 
ethnic, social, and economic lines. For what it is worth, although I am as 
committed to  the American myth of progress as anyone has ever been, I 
too  experience an  ontological twilight, a brownout of my consciousness, 
in the America of the recent seventies. Pu t  directly, the religious and 
metaphysical originality of America is strapped to its belief in the 
sacredness of time, its celebration of journey and transiency, and its 
aversion to ideology, eschatology, and final solutions. The inversion of 
this order of  priorities will sink us as a culture. We shall move either in 
the direction of emptiness, self-satisfaction, and narcissism' or toward 
self-righteousness and ideological certitude. Both of these tendencies have 
lurked at  the extremes in our  culture, but they have been held at  bay by 
a vibrant, pluralistic center that, however unwittingly, invoked the max- 
ims of C. S. Peirce, always fallibilism, always tychasm, and those of 
Emerson and Dewey, always possibility, always a new day. 
Now before deepening the analysis of this contemporary cultural 
situation, allow me to  allay some potential misapprehensions about my 
view of America and the myth of progress. I am not a cultural chauvinist 
nor a jingoist. The  history of America is pockmarked with first-rate of- 
fenses. Need we repeat the litany: the devastation of the American In- 
dian; the slavery of black Americans; the repression of religious, racial, 
and ethnic minorities; the vulgarity of American corporate capitalism, 
with its inequities generation after generation. I d o  not speak of America 
as a superior culture. I d o  speak of America as an  originating culture, in- 
deed, as one of the handful of genuinely novel cultures in the history of the 
world, for better and for worse. As for  the meaning of the word progress, it 
is, like so many important American words, bumptious, homely, and 
subject to  cliche versions.Wonetheless, it masks a profound cultural at-  
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titude. From a classical point of view, the American use of the word 
progress seemingly harbors a contradiction, for it affirms growth while 
denying the existence of an  ultimate goal, or  the redemption of human 
death. In fact, we have no contradiction here, for despite Jessica Mitford 
and the Rotarians of the academic death and dying industry, America does 
understand death, and thus rarely speaks of it. Death is the context for 
human life and like Dylan Thomas, as a people, we most often exhort: 
Do not go gentle into that good night 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
Or  idiomatically, ignore death-grow. The  upshot of this is that  
contrary to most commentators, the American myth of progress is not a 
yahoo, Pollyanna doctrine. Rather, it is an  ameliorative response to the 
irreducible sadness of being human. Witness, for example, the version of 
Josiah Royce on  our fundamental situation: 
Contemplate a battle f~eld the first night after the struggle, contemplate here a vast 
company the equal of the population of a great town, writhing in agony, their 
groans sounding at a great distance ltke the roar of the ocean, their pain uneased for 
many hours, even death, so  lavish of his favors all day, now refustng to comfort; 
contemplate this and then remember that as  t h ~ s  pain to the agony of the world, so 
is an electric spark drawn from the back of a kitten to  the devastating lightning of 
many great storms; and now estimate ~f you can the worth of all but a few exceptional 
human lives, such as that of Caius. 
Briefly and imperfectly I state the case for pessimism, not even touching the 
economical and social argument, drawn from a more special consideratton of the con- 
ditions of  human life. Such then, is our individual human life. What shall we call it 
and whereunto shall it be likened? A vapor vanishing in the sun? No, that is not in- 
significant enough. A wave, broken on the beach? No, that is not unhappy enough. 
A soap bubble bursting into thin air? No, even that has rambow hues. What then? 
Nothing but itself. Call it human life. You could not find a comparison more 
thoroughly condemnmg ~t . '  
I return now to the discussion of our  present cultural situation. 
Historically, when in trouble, the American tradition was to  issue a 
jeremiad, a lamentation over the fall from grace. As early as the third 
generation of the New England Puritans, Increase Mather issued such a 
warning on behalf of the Boston Synod of  1679. Perry Miller writes of  
Mather7s pronouncement, "The Necessity of Reformation," as the first in a 
long history "of investigations into the civic health of Americans." "The 
land was afflicted, it said, because corruption had preceded grace; assuredly 
if the people did not quickly reform, the last blow would fall and nothing 
but desolation be left.06 Mather's version of the jeremiad articulates one of 
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the two types of warning, namely, that doom befalls those who abandon 
previously held beliefs and values, American cultural history harbors a 
second version of the jeremiad, that is, the prophecy of  doom resulting 
from inability or reluctance to convert the novelties of our experience into a 
transformation of our beliefs, assumptions, and expectations.' The classic 
statement of the second form of lamentation is found in the writings of 
Emerson, who in 1836 asked of Americans, "Why should not we also enjoy 
a n  original relation to  the u n i v e r ~ e ? " ~  Chastising Americans for their 
dependence on  the whited sepulchers of  the past, Emerson writes in "The 
American Scholar" that "perhaps the time is already come when it ought to 
be, and will be, something else; when the sluggard intellect of this continent 
will look from under its iron lids and fulfill the postponed expectation of 
the world with something better than the exertions of mechanical   kill."^ 
Closer to  our own time, Alfred Kazin notes that our modern writers "have 
had to discover and rediscover and chart the country in every generation, 
rewriting Emerson's 'The American Scholar' in every generation" and yet 
"still cry America! America! as if we had never known America. As 
perhaps we have not."1° 
After Emerson, the first to rewrite "The American Scholar" was Whit- 
man. And he was also the most explicit in combining the two strands of the 
jeremiad. In his Democratic Vistas, of 1871, he echoes the sentiments of 
Increase Mather and the Boston Synod. 
For my part, I would alarm and caution even the political and business reader, and 
to the utmost extent, against the preva~ling delusion that the establishment of free 
political institutions, and plentiful intellectual smartness, with general good order, 
physical plenty, industry, etc, (desirable and precious advantages as they all are), do, 
of themselves, determine and yield to our experiment of democracy the fruitage of 
success. W ~ t h  such advantages at present fully, or almost fully, possessed-the 
Union just issued, v~ctorious, from the struggle with the only foes it need ever fear 
(namely, those w~thin itse[f, the Interior ones), and with unprecedented materialist~c 
advancement-society, in these States, is cankered, crude, superstitious and rotten. 
Polit~cal, or law-made society is, and private, or voluntary society, 1s also. In any 
vigor, the element of the moral conscience, the most important, the verteber to  State 
or man, seems to  me either entirely lacking, or seriously enfeebled or  ungrown. 
I say we had best look our times and lands searchingly in the face, like a phy- 
sician diagnosing some deep disease. Never was there, perhaps, more hollowness at 
heart than at present, and here In the United States. Genuine bel~ef seems to have 
left us." 
Yet it is also in Dernocratic Vistas that Whitman assumes that 
America embodies a "New World metaphy~ics ." '~  And it is the same 
Whitman who earlier had written to Emerson, "Each age needs archi- 
tects. America is not finished, perhaps never will be; now America is a 
true divine sketch."" And again, "Always, America will be agitated and 
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turbulent. This day it is taking shape, not to be less so, but to be more 
so,  stormily, capriciously, on native principIes, with such vast propor- 
tions of parts."" 
Now just as Emerson differed from Mather and Whitman from Em-  
erson, so too must our jeremiad, trzulatis mrrfandis, differ in turn from 
all three. Our present situation is distinctively different, for we are now 
far enough along to have a "usable past" of our own. The paradox of 
this "usable past," however, is that it is not made up of fixed values. 
Rather, i t  is characterized by an assumption about the experimental 
nature of the human quest. In Dewey's phrasing, we have learned to ac- 
crue wisdom, warrant assertions, and fund experiences, always within the 
context of the exigencies of history and the transformation of expecta- 
tions. The irony here is that this native wisdom is exactly parallel to the  
speculative breakthroughs of the century at large. As a culture, we have 
anticipated much of what we have since been taught by modern art, 
modern physics, contemporary theology, social psychology, and process 
philosophy. The deeper Irony, by far, is that n o  sooner has the creative 
thought of this century moved in the direction of the American angle of 
vision, than we have chosen to abandon our native assumptions. The 
thrust of our own jeremiad is clear. America is guilty of a failure of 
nerve and has lost sight of the specific meaning for itself, of the religious 
maxim, "to thy own self be true." T o  say it another way, now that 
America is faced with the need for spiritual rehabilitation without the 
luxury of physical relocation, it has begun to ape the manners of old 
world civilizations without having access to the advantages of their long 
historical lineage. America has beglin to backfill. In desultory fashion, 
we seem to await a paradisiacal deus ex n~achina, as if there were 
available forces other than our own. In turn,  we lose confidence in the 
myth of  the journey as its own meaning, thereby leaving ourselves open 
to the acceptance of the dehumanizing implications of an eschatology. 
This approach is not only counter to  the deepest commitments of our 
traditions, but if I read this century right, it is also out of step with rhe 
best of  contemporary thought. At this point, a comparison of the phil- 
osophical underpinnings of the American tradition with some of the con- 
tentions of the last century should assist us in our cultural diagnosis. 
Although distinctively a child of America, I am also a stepchild of 
Auschwitz and Hiroshima. And my generation came to consciousness 
under the spell of Marx, Nietzsche, Freud, Camus, and Sartre. We in- 
herit as well the claims and versions of Albert Einstein, Werner 
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Heisenberg, Franz Kafka, Marcel Duchamp, and  Louise Nevelson, to 
mention only a few who symbolize the revolution in the parameters and 
possibilities of our consciousness. 
(Like so many of my peers, I knew virtually nothing of American 
culture, let alone American Philosophy. Yet significantly, I believe, I 
found the import of the intellectual revolution of the European thinkers 
t o  be obvious if dramatic. Further, their attack on the classical assump- 
tions of western culture interested me historically but did not threaten my 
own experience, which, albeit unreflective, was American. Of particular 
importance here was that I felt n o  loss in accepting the biting continental 
critique of social and religious hierarchy and of epistemological cer- 
titude.) 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to detail the major implications 
of European speculative thought of the last one hundred years, nor could 
I guarantee the agreement of others on those implications. NonetheIess, 
in my judgment at least, certain themes emerge not only as important but 
as directly relevant to a n  understanding of the reflective American tradi- 
tion. 
The first is that of place, as in having no natural place. More direct- 
ly, the deepest contemporary ontological problem is that of 
Unheirnlichkeit or homelessness. Copernicanism, born in the sixteenth 
century, finally arrives in the twentieth century, The macro-coziness of 
Newtonian physics can be sustained only as an  earth construct. The 
human abode becomes a jerry-built neighborhood in the vast reaches of 
cosmic unintelligibility. Our  sky is a diaphanous roof to nowhere. "Seize 
the time" is now joined by "seize the place," for neither is given to us. 
Human life is home-made. The literature and art of the century provide 
their own versions of this revolution in physics. Can one ever forget a 
first reading of Kafka? T o  be human is to be put on trial for no cause. 
The castle of salvation is out of reach, o r  perhaps even a n  illusion. The 
labyrinth of streets in Prague, back and forth across the Ulna, from the 
courthouse to the Castle, symbolizes the human journey, without an  ex- 
odus. For Gabriel Marcel, we are homo viator, people of the journey. 
He writes: 
Perhaps a stable order can only be establ~shed if man is acutely aware of his condi- 
tlon as a traveller, that is to say, if he perpetually rem~nds himself that he is required 
to cut himself a dangerous path across the unsteady blocks of a unlverse which has 
collapsed and seems to be crumbling in every direction." 
The most trenchant statement of the experience of deracination and 
the ensuing confrontation with temporality as the human way is to  be 
found in the work of Karl Jaspers, "The Spiritual Crisis of our Times." 
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As compared with man In those eras, man to-day has been uprooted, having become 
aware that he exists in what 1s but a historically determ~ned and changing situation. 
It IS a s  if the foundations of being had been shattered. How self-evident to  the man 
of old seemed the unity of l ~ f e  and knowledge has become p lan  to us now that we 
realise that the life of our fellows In the past was spent under condit~ons In which 
real~ty was, as 11 were, veiled. We, on the other hand, have become able to see thlngs 
as they really are, and that is why the foundations of life quake beneath our feet; 
for, now that the ~dentity of thought and be~ng (hitherto unchallenged) has ceased to 
evist for us, we see only, on the one hand, life, and, on the other, our own and our 
companions' awareness of that life. We d o  not, as  d ~ d  our forefathers, think merely 
of the world. We ponder how it is to be comprehended, doubting the validity of 
every ~nterpretat~on;  and behind every apparent unity of life and the consciousness 
of life there looms the d~stinction between the real world and the world as we know 
it. That is why we live in a movement, a flux, a process, in virtue of wh~ch changing 
knowledge enforces a change in life; and, in turn, chang~ng life enforces a change in 
the consciousness of the knower. T h ~ s  movement, t h ~ s  flux, this process, sweeps us 
into the whirlpool of unceasing conquest and creation, of loss and gain, in which we 
pa~nfully circle, subject in the m a n  to the power of the current, but able now and 
then to exert ourselves w ~ t h ~ n  a restr~cted sphere of influence. For we do not only 
lrve in a situat~on proper to  mankind at large, but we experience this situation as it 
presents ltself in specific historical circumstances, issuing out of a prevlous sttuatlon 
and progressing towards a subsequent one.16 
Texts similar to the one above abound in the writings of twentieth- 
century thinkers. In my view, the fallout reads something like this: If the 
world as known is in some way a function of the knower, then introspec- 
tion, sociology, and cosmology are of a piece. Further, if self-deception 
is an irreducible presence in human judgment, the test for meaning is 
communal and processive. Reality is not ultimately intelligible, for it can- 
not be understood from a single point of view, in that every point of 
view is a viewpoint, Existential philosophy, modern physics, and modern 
art join in common rejection of a world found or inherited. Making, 
relating, formulating, constituting, journeying become the strategies for 
survival and the source of intelligibility. 
Returning to the parallel mentioned above, this revolution in Euro- 
pean thought is anticipated experientially by the American tradition. 
Philosophically, it is also anticipated by the metaphysics of James and 
Dewey, although we did not understand that until after the advent of re- 
cent continental thought. A further parallel can be drawn, although its 
width necessarily houses exceptions. I d o  not think that European Iife 
has absorbed the significance of its own thought during the twentieth 
century. Conversely, I d o  not think that thought in America, especially in 
philosophy, has absorbed the insights of American life. I grant that this 
schizophrenia on  both sides of the modern mare nostrum is not new. 
What is new, however, is that American culture now seems ready to 
abandon its own "form of life." That would be tragic for two reasons. 
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First, the American "form of life" strikes me as  the paradigm for the 
twenty-first century. Second, the American "form of life" has not been 
sufficiently articulated in a philosophical way, so  that should America 
falter, its bequest could be re-enacted. Let us look further into the 
American angle of vision. 
T o  speak straight out,  America never did believe in a doctrine of 
natural place. Nor did it abide inherited hierarchies. As early as the sev- 
enteenth century, we expressed a loathing for royalty, Anglican bishops, 
popery, and the Dutch feudal settlements of that century. And when 
pressed by authority or  inherited doctrine, more often than not, we 
moved. Known in our literature as trekking or  wending, it is described by 
d e  Tocqueville in the following way: 
Thus the European leaves hrs cottage for the transatlantrc shores, and the American, 
who IS born on that very coast, plunges in h ~ s  turn Into the w~lds of central America. 
This double emigration is incessant! It begins in the middle of Europe, it crosses the 
~ t l a n t i c  Ocean, and it advances over the solittrdes of the New World. Millions of 
men are marching at once towards the same horizon; thelr language, their religion, 
therr manners differ; their objecr IS the same. Fortune has been prorn~sed to them 
~omewhere In the West, and to the West they go to find it." 
O r  again, witness this ambiguous text of Santayana. H e  deplores American 
transience and yet affirms that such a "form of life" generates remarkable 
and creative human possibilities. 
Cons~der now the great emptrness of America: not merely the prlmit~ve physical emptl- 
ness, survrvlng rn some regions, and the continental spaclng of the chief natural 
features, but also the moral emptiness of a settlement where men and even houses are 
easily moved about, and no one, almost, lrves where he was born or belreves what he has 
been taught. Not that the American has jettisoned these Impedimenta in anger; they 
have s~mply slipped from hrm as he moves. Great empty spaces brlng a sort of freedom 
to both soul and body. You may p~tch  your tent where you n111; or if ever you decide to 
build anything, ~t can be 111 a style of your own dev~srng You have room, fresh 
materrals, few models, and no cr~tics. You trust your own experience, not only because 
you must, but because you f ~ n d  you may d o  $0 safely and prosperously; the forces that 
determrne fortune are not yet too complrcated for one man to explore. Your detachable 
condition makes you lav~sh \ \ ~ t h  money and cheerfully euperrmental; you lose lrttle if 
you lose all, since you remain completely yourrelf. At the same trme your absolute 
rn~t~ative gives you practlce in coping wrth novel srtuatlons, and In berng or~ginal; it 
teaches you shrewd management. Your life and mrnd w~ll  become dry and d~rec t ,  with 
few decoratrve flourrshes. In your works everything w~ll  be stark and pragmatic; you 
w~l l  riot understand why anybody should make those llttle sacrifrces t o  rnstinct or 
custom \\ h ~ c h  we call grace.'' 
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The shift from the verticaI social, political, and religious organization 
of the European West to  the horizontal wanderings of Americans is of great 
significance. We must not forget that America was founded and given a 
theme early by the dissenting, covenanting Calvinists. For them the in- 
visible, paradisiacal church of the Catholic tradition was anathema. They 
were of the visible church, in time and on the land. In American life, the 
dovenant was sacred and pluralistic. Calvinist theology was, after all, 
known as Federalist theology. Secularization of  the covenant changed the 
rhetoric but not the fundamental assumption. As early as the banishment of 
Anne Hutchinson, the die was cast in favor of a covenant of works, that is, 
what and how we do ,  here, is who we are. The line is straight from Win- 
throp to  Edwards, Adams, Jefferson, Emerson, Royce, and Dewey. For 
them, the religious question is a temporal question, one of geopolitics and 
of the human transaction with the environment.I9 In American history, 
philosophers and theologians of the eternal are second-rate thinkers. 
Rather, covenanting takes place in the bowels of time, replete with the  
exigencies, possibilities, and ever lurking disasters that lace our journey. It 
is noteworthy as a generalization that our social and political thinkers and 
our classical philosophers have stressed the needs and possibilities of ex- 
perience, whereas our writers and poets have focused on the disasters. In 
that vein, a contrast of the philosophy of William James with Melville's 
trenchant critique of the American philosophy of  experience, in The 
Confidence Man, proves illuminating. 
Contrary t o  common received wisdom, American thought is not Polly- 
annaish. If your philosophy of history is that history has no ultimate mean- 
ing and that time is meaningful by its own means, then, sub specie aeterni- 
tatis, the human situation is necessarily tragic. Yet, i t  is precisely and onIy 
for that reason that time becomes sacred. Our activities take on meaning 
not because they are endowed by the eternal but because they are not en- 
dowed by the eternal.'O I t  is for this reason that the motif of the journey, s o  
central to American life, turns up our most important metaphor, frontier, 
along with a host of allied and culturally significant terms: experiment, 
chance, edge, and novelty. 
The trek "west" has been at the center of modern culture at' least since 
the explorations of the late Renaissance. Inadvertently, America turned out 
to be the great discovery of that journey west. In our time, however, it has 
turned out to be the end. The Thoreau who wrote that when he walks, he  
walks west so as to  be free, for  to walk east is to be trapped, is now out o f  
date. The Whitman who offered us a song of the open road must now be 
put against the poem of Louis Simpson, "At the End of the Open Road."" 
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California is the end of the trek and the end of the American physical 
journey. California is America turned back on itself, introverted and 
bewildered, for open space, horizontal and accessible, no longer stretches 
before us. Visually, California announces China and reflectively, it forces 
us back onto our own intellectual traditions, beginning with John Win- 
throp, and in turn, back further to the wisdom of antiquity. In a word, 
California announces a new world, a global world, a world in which the trek 
has doubled back on itself. And that shattering event of  our own time 
makes of America an old world. 
From the perspective of a philosophy of culture, the burning question 
has to d o  with our bequest to  the new world of global culture. What are we 
to offer a new world? Are we to repeat, inversely, our earlier burden and 
pose now as a parent? Is not there little difference in the term co/ony from 
the more recent one, undeveloped nation? Does not the phrase fhird world 
connote an increased maturity in global consciousness, dispensing as it does 
with the simplistic distinction between old and new as well as with the in- 
vidious comparisons attendant on that distinction? Some of us worry that 
despite changes in language, we have appropriated for our own use a 
masked version of the older form of arrogant mercantilism, be it economic 
or ideological. Do  we, in fact, have anything to offer a new world? 
One way t o  respond to these difficult questions is to monitor the 
role of America in matters of economic and political responsibility, as- 
serting the need over and over for integrity, understanding, and com- 
passion, and for a genuine sense of global rather than simply national 
consciousness. Without gainsaying these irreducibly necessary political 
and diplomatic approaches to world culture, we point to still another re- 
sponse, this a philosophical bequest from the American angle of vision. 
The question confronting us is not so much the prospect of philoso- 
phy in the new world, nor is it the prospect of America in the new 
world. Rather we should focus on those philosophical dimensions of 
American culture that deserve to become operative factors in the form- 
ulation of a new world culture. Worthy of detailed analysis, these 
warranted assumptions of our cultural history are presented here on 
behalf of further scrutiny so as to assess their future viability. Taking 
them seriatim, I would single out the following commitments: 
1 .  Pluralism as a positive and non-lamentable characteristic of the 
human condition. Pluralism is not a fall from grace or  a style biding 
time for a future unity. Ethnic, religious, racial, social, and aesthet- 
ic pluralism is a fundamental and fecund characteristic of the 
human condition. Patterns of unity, however intellectually desir- 
able, are inevitably imposed, usually in a procrustean manner. PIu- 
ralism lacks neatness, but unity lacks compassion, and,  being 
stingy, often misses the  potentialities of loose ends. 
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2.  Provincialism has a positive side. Surely we know in our time that to 
think only in terms of ourselves, our  race, our nation, is to be cut 
off from insight and nutrition. Yet if we d o  not feel and think 
deeply about our intimate experiences, what chance d o  we have of 
global experience? As twentieth-century America has learned, to its 
chagrin, bigger is not better. Put simply, neighborhoods are sacred 
and so  too are all the provincial experiences of all the people in 
global culture. 
3 .  Interrelatedness is unavoidable. For every step forward, there is one 
sideways, if not backward. Life is lived not in lineal jumps, but 
rather in a complex of relations. Modern America, devoted as it is 
t o  science and technology, is slowly learning that even majestic 
breakthroughs often hide time bombs, set to go off generations 
hence. The miracle drug of one decade is the uterine cancer of a 
subsequent decade. One generation's pesticidal success is another's 
silent spring. As the Greeks knew long ago, mythologically, and 
Americans now discover scientifically, time extracts a price. The 
wisdom yielded is that we should think not simply in terms of 
objects and goals, so  much as in terms of  implications and 
relations. 
4. Transience as the "form of life" can be celebrated. As an  anticipation 
of contemporary cosmology, the local journey mirrors the entire 
human odyssey, which is intense but transient. As a bequest, Amer- 
ica offers a dramatically egalitarian evaluation of culture, one in 
which the quality of experience is not hierarchized by a priori judg- 
ments or the prepossessions of the past. For us, novelty is crucial 
and even failure and mishap are to be integrated into the pedagogy 
of history. At our best, we set our sights on amelioration rather 
than salvation. 
5 .  Anti-eschatology can be constructive. The most important operative 
contention of American cultural history has to d o  with the ultimate 
meaning of history, or rather, with the absence of such finality. 
American culture is chary of ideology, particularly that of a n  
eschatological cast. Calvinist in origin and, therefore, indebted 
more to the Hebrew than to the Christian scriptures, America has 
more interest in saving experiences than in salvation outside of 
time. We are a people deeply skeptical of final solutions and philos- 
ophies of history that provide principles of total accountability. 
Although we tarry and dally with salvation cults of every kind, 
none seems able ever to get the upper hand. Indeed, in keeping with 
our pluralism, we have set one nostrum against another, in effect, 
trimming the claim of each by the indulgence of many. We believe 
in healing and amelioration, while persistently doubting the pres- 
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ence of any ultimate resolution. It  may very well be that we have 
stumbled on the only viable philosophy of history for a pluralistic 
world culture. 
T o  come full circle, the land is one but the people are many. What 
is the new world to  make of itself? A self-conscious planet in an infinite 
abyss, we alternate between self-preening centrality and cosmic triviality. 
Perhaps our best strategy, prospect, if you will, is to trim our sails and 
think in earth terms, albeit with cosmic horizons. The American, 
Thoreau, prophesied our collective future. 
All thlngs invite this earth's Inhabitants 
T o  rear their live5 to an unheard of height 
And meet the expectation of the land." 
In so  meeting the expectation of the land, however, we should not 
forget the American experience and expect too much. Even the world- 
renowned poet, T .  S. Eliot, while searching for English origins, reflects 
rather his childhood in a border-state, Missouri-smack in the middle of 
America. The new world should listen carefully to these American lines 
of Eliot. 
There is only the f~ght  o recover 
what has been lost 
And found and lost again and again; 
and now, under conditions 
That seem unpropttious. But perhaps 
nelther gain nor 105s. 
For us there IS only the trying. The rest 1s not our business." 
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